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Change Management

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the way in which we work has improved due to

ongoing change. Creative invention has led to better business practices, embracing new changes to

break away from the past. The results saving time, money and resources. Success today demands

the ability to allow these ever-increasing, high-speed, technological changes to take place.

The difficulty with such speedy changes in the computer age is the human factor. Change

Management is in its infancy, and the concerns of most is the acceptance of change by employees

as a weekly, if not daily occurrence. The key factor is support: Support from upper and middle

management is required; and support from co-workers is strongly recommended. However, the

bare-bones support of a modern enterprise—the IT infrastructure—must allows its users to

consistently and consequently attain the items required to facilitate change.

One aspect to facilitate successful Change Management must occur in the Information Technology

sector. This means that the specified hardware and required software must be available for

installation and use when the change dictates.  Working with clients on diverse projects, PAVONE

Change Management: Support for IT has been developed to mitigate the resistance to change by

providing just this support.

PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT

The entrance into the new millennium has taken place. Computers have shown their value at

improving the way we work. However, the logistical aspects of “things,” in this case the placement

of computers and hardware, as well as the software required to function within a network system,

still place a call for better organization & management.

IT Change Management is the organization of these technological things, required throughout all

daily tasks in modern business practice. When a new employee is hired, a workplace must be

created, and in the simplest of illustrations, this employee needs a computer, the appropriate

software, and connection to the already existing network. In addition, the appropriate access level

to information must be assigned. Over and over, this scenario changes little when an already

existing employee changes departments, the department moves, or the division is relocated.

The communication provided by email, for example Lotus Notes, brings an entire company

together. Controlling the movement of these documents (business processes and workflow) was

the first step. The experience gathered via these new information technologies requires yet an

additional step: Assimilated solutions that utilize workflow to solve a specific problem. Here, the

support of the IT Infrastructure for change management in the Information Technologies sector.
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A Historical Timeline

The historical timeline of the steps that led to the need for such a solution is quick to document

and easy to follow:

Figure 1. Historical timeline of events leading to the need for Boxed Solutions.

Step one was the start of the computer age. Technology in the form of the computer was invented

to assist human doing. Step two was the networking of individual computers together, to facilitate

the transfer of information. The results included both e-mail technologies and the Internet.  Step

three brought about the steering of this transfer of information: workflow and business process

thinking.  Business process reengineering (BPR) emerged, and is still affecting the thinking behind

the way in which information is shared.  Step four is the implementation of workflow at specific

sites: projects developed hand-in-hand with a specific customer/partner. Step five is boxing and

marketing of these projects into complete solutions that the customer can select and implement

quickly, always allowing for specification.

One example of such a solution is PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT.

PAVONE Change Management for IT is placed at the pinnacle of the timeline as it utilizes each

phase step as mentioned above: Lotus Domino/Notes for messaging (networking), PAVONE

Espresso components for Workflow, and pre-defined, complete processes developed through

project experience—all of this is required for supporting change management in the IT sector.

This threefold solution development: Notes/Espresso/Support for IT change is broken-down and

explained in the following sections. For experienced Notes and/or Espresso users, you may wish to

skip ahead to page 6, where the description for PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT

begins.
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Lotus Domino/Notes

The forefront system for messaging and information management, Lotus Domino/Notes provides

the foundation for the solution Change Management: Support for IT.  Organization-wide, the

Domino infrastructure is not only reachable via a Notes client, but accessible through a web

browser, making use of both intranet (LAN) and Internet functions.  In addition, Domino allows

for the cross-referencing of information from other data systems such as SAP R/3 and IBM’s DB2.

For workflow thinking, domino supplies the following core services: Views that allow for

organized/structured display of work items and documents, forms that facilitate the entry and

display of the necessary and additional information, agents that run in the background completing

automated steps, e-mail that facilitates the electronic transmittal of messages and files and security

features to manage access to information in the form of read and edit rights, which can be assigned

to roles (not just individual names or groups).

The core services available with Domino, however, are not enough. To create and manage

workflow, additional tools and components are necessary. The Domino Designer is not a workflow

tool. Developed over years of practical implementation, the components of PAVONE Espresso

make manageable workflow a reality, providing graphical tools for process modeling and

organizational, hierarchical relationship modeling.
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PAVONE Espresso Workflow

The PAVONE Espresso Workflow architecture is presented below.

Figure 2: PAVONE Espresso Workflow architecture showing database and external tools.

At first glance a bit complex, the thoroughness of the architecture is explained simply. To run

workflow, two databases are compulsory: The PAVONE Process and Application database; For

the solution Change Management: Support for IT, this application database is the IT-Changes

database. An environment including these two database is enough to run workflow---but to create

the depth one would need to model already existing processes, the following additional databases

are recommended: PAVONE Organization (used for the modeling of an enterprise’s structure) and

PAVONE Settings, which includes predefined terms for consistent information entry and field

completion.

An in-depth explanation of the application database and settings database is not required here, as

this is discussed in the next section—these databases have been fine-tuned for the specific solution,

in this case Support for IT.

PAVONE Organization Database/OrganizationModeler
The Organization database is an optional component in the PAVONE Espresso Workflow

environment, as well as in all solutions; the Notes Names & Address Book suffices. However, the

benefit of using the PAVONE Organization database lies in the ability to extend the types of

organization units, including temporary workgroups, roles that do not use proper names and

material resources such as machinery or inventory items. Using the PAVONE Organization

database does not mean, however, that it must replace the Names & Address Book. The PAVONE

Organization database is so flexible, that names included in the N&A Book can be included in

groups in the Organization database.
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An additional aid in accurately representing staff and management is achieved using the PAVONE

OrganizationModeler.  The Organization Modeler allows you to visually interpret the lists

(categorizing) of individuals in groups.  The human resources objects created in the

OrganizationModeler can be rearranged easily via competent drag & drop functions, supporting a

enriched personnel management.

PAVONE ProcessModeler
Visualization when creating a process is even more important.  Modeling business processes is a

worthy task: analyzing, planing, designing, modeling, and then back to analyzing. The genius in

solutions is their pre-fab processes, that have already been tested. The ProcessModeler allows you

to define each step as an individual object, assigning those responsible for the step, as well as the

routing options: How to move from one step to the next. For the sharing of information advanced

print output features are included, as well as user-definable icons and images for a professional

display.

Three additional features, available as add-ons to the basic ProcessModeler, enable both animation

and simulation as well as enterprise interaction. Animation facilitates the visual animation of a

selected process or a group of processes to aid in quality assurance. Simulation generates reports for

hypothetical scenarios for how a process, used regularly, might run. The enterprise add-on allows

resources information to be exchanged between Espresso and relational databases, via NotesPump

or DECS.

One final external tool, simple in its conception, is PAVONE KnowledgeGateway.

KnowledgeGateway enhances the distribution of electronic information, most likely received as

email. The transfer of an e-mail document, including attachments, takes place with the click of the

button. Targeted is the Application database (and additional Notes databases) allowing those

desired to view the document in a central location.
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PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT

PAVONE Change Management for IT provides the necessary processes and containers for a quick

implementation of manageable workflow that supports the IT logistics required in any size

company. At the heart of the solution is the Change-IT Database. The architecture for Change

Management: Support for IT, is displayed below.

Figure 3: PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT architecture , including Changes-IT, IT-Item
Inventory, and Change Settings databases

This diagram incorporates the entire PAVONE Espresso Workflow Architecture plus the

additional databases required for Change Management: Support for IT: the PAVONE Changes-IT

Database, the PAVONE IT-Item Inventory Database and the PAVONE Change Settings database.

The PAVONE Process database includes the following pre-defined processes:

• Application for a new system

• Alteration to an existing system

• Application for Access Rights

• Changes to infrastructure

• Master Changes

The processes have been created based on real solutions provided by PAVONE. However, specific

company procedures or individual nuances may mandate that a slight alteration to the steps of a

process is necessary. Should this be the case, changes can be made directly in the Process database.

For more complex restructuring, the PAVONE ProcessModeler is recommended.

To start a new change, the user simply need open Lotus Notes and select the Changes-IT database.

The following main navigator is displayed, through which specific views in the database are opened.
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Figure 4: Main Navigator in the PAVONE Changes-IT database.

Once in the database, the click of a button allows the requester to start a new workflow for

hardware procurement or alterations, software updates, as well as additional or modified access

rights and network entrance.

The actual item required, for example the type of computer or network access is maintained in the

IT-Item Catalog database. The required personnel information, who is requesting the change, and

who is involved with the change is imported from either the Notes NAB or the PAVONE

Organization database or both. Additional factors, such as hierarchical relationships, required for

approval are gathered from the PAVONE Settings database, either automatically inserted (based on

the type of change, or person involved), or selected from a pre-defined list.

Once the initial application for Change has been completed (all required information has been

entered and the checklist completed,) the form is sent to the next step in the process definition,

with the simple click of a button. Once a step in the desired process has been reached, where a date

of delivery for hardware or an appointment for installation is defined, this is automatically shown in

a handy calendar view in the database.

To illustrate the ease with which PAVONE Change Management: Support for IT streamlines IT

changes, we present the following example.
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Application for a New System (e.g. for a new employee)

Once a new employee is hired, the person responsible simply needs to open the Changes-IT

database and select the appropriate icon for a new system, here a complete system for a new

employee. By clicking on the appropriate button,

the first step in the workflow “Application for a New System” is opened. Information for the

person creating the request is automatically entered, along with ID-number, department and

contact information. Additional fields include information for the new employee. The type of

system required (basic + additional hardware) and the desired software (basic + additional software)

is selected from the available entries in the inventory database. The required access rights and

network type(s) can additionally be selected. For each item selected, a new section appears, asking

for the required information for the specific system. Comments and additional information can be

entered at the bottom of the page. Once all information has been entered and the activities

presented in the initial checklist have been completed (marked with a check), the first step in

applying for a new system can be completed by clicking the appropriate button.  The document

with its completed information is handed-off to the next step and person responsible.

Figure 5. PAVONE ProcessModeler displaying the process “Application for a New System”.
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Application for a New System (Workflow Steps):
Step 1
Application

A simplified model for the continuation of the process “Application for
a New System follows. The first task was explained above, completion
of the initial application. The first task is always marked with a flag in
the ProcessModeler.

Step 2
Assessment

The next major step involves an assessment of the application
information. Review tasks are inserted before the final assessment, and
only when the information as entered is accurate and complete, can the
workflow continue. The three possible outcomes for the assessment are
declined, revised or a directly approved, without any changes needed.

Step 3
Distribution

Once complete, the desired change request is distributed to the
appropriate departments for hardware, software and access
rights/network. (because access rights are contained within their own
process, the sub-process in this case, the steps involved are not
discussed here). For hardware, two options are available: New hardware
must be ordered (additional planning) or when not, the change request
is routed to the next step, Planning.

Step 4
Planning

Planning means in this case the actual installation date(s) for hardware,
software and network access (minus access rights). An email is sent
automatically to notify the person installing the system, as well as the
person who requested the new system.

Step 5
Software

An additional factor is for software installation, that the installer must
take into the account the time he/she might need. Once the
preparation and planning for software is completed, the actual
installation can take place.

Step 6
Installation

The step for installation is self-explanatory and simple, although
perhaps timely. Once the new system has been installed a test of all
components, include network access is necessary.

Step 7
Testing

This step carries out testing for the new system. With success, the
person who initiated the request is notified that the system is in place,
and the workflow is completed.

Step 8
Completion

With the new system installed, the “Application for a New System” is
completed, and the workflow can be closed.

Numerous variables in the process have obviously been ignored. An explanation of each different

scenario would take pages to document. However, one important aspect of the PAVONE Change

Management: Support for IT system which is worth mentioning. Support for IT allows for factors

that can never be included in the process, known as ad hoc workflow.
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Ad hoc Workflow

Should an ad hoc change to the process be necessary, the Espresso Workflow environment allows

for such spontaneous (re)actions. The flexible workflow features of Espresso allow those with the

appropriate access rights to insert an additional step, at any time, with the click of a button. A

dialog appears.

Figure 6. Dialog box Workflow with the section Additional Tasks deisplyed; used for entering the tasks of an ad
hoc workflow step.

Using this dialog box, the appropriate persons (or roles) can be assigned to complete the ad hoc

step. That this step may contain more than one activity, a checklist can also be entered. To

complete the ad hoc workflow step, each activity must be completed (shown by checking-off each

activity in the list). Once this is done, the workflow returns to the next step, following the process

definition as originally defined.

In this way, all exceptions can be accounted for. When the exception becomes the rule, this in turn

can be added to the pre-defined process using the ProcessModeler. A workflow, that was started,

based on the previous process, continues as such, and all new workflow follows the newest version

for the process.

Complete Change Management

Successful support of Change Management in the logistical aspects of the IT sector is just one

aspect of complete Change Management. Change Management requires Project Management, and

we are pleased to be able to offer such a solution: PAVONE Project Management. Based as well in

Lotus Domino/Notes with interfaces to Microsoft Project and CA-SuperProject, PAVONE

Project Management allows you to plan all project phases (not just milestones) when a complete

Change Management environment is desired.


